A gift of £1 million from The Howat Foundation has helped to launch a new phase of fundraising to support the University’s pioneering cancer research through the Beatson Pebble Appeal.

Sir Alex Ferguson, a veteran of countless battles on the football pitch, turned his attention to the fight against cancer on a recent visit to the University.

The former Manchester United manager unveiled a plaque commemorating a generous donation of £1 million towards the next phase of the Beatson Pebble Appeal by his friend Malcolm Howat through The Howat Foundation.

The donation follows previous support given by the foundation to cancer research at the University, totalling £1.5 million.

Professor Jeff Evans, director of the Institute of Cancer Sciences at the University, said:

‘We are very grateful for this donation from The Howat Foundation; as a scientist there is nowhere in the world better to work on cancer research than Glasgow.

‘The provision of up-to-date facilities and equipment is vital to attracting world-class cancer research scientists from all over the world and the second phase of the Beatson Pebble Appeal will continue to play a vital role in helping us to do that.’

The appeal will now focus on providing further funding to attract world-leading scientists and provide them with the most advanced equipment.

Sir Alex, who was also presented with an Honorary Degree from the University in recognition of his major contribution to sport, said: ‘It is an honour to visit this new research facility that will help in the fight against cancer which has been funded by generous donations from many people.

I am delighted The Howat Foundation has kicked off the next stage of fundraising with such a generous gift.

‘For too long Glasgow has been the cancer capital of Europe, and like many people over the years I have seen family and friends afflicted by the disease. I hope that investment in research facilities like this will help us beat cancer and improve the health of the people of Glasgow, Scotland and beyond, so I encourage people to continue supporting the Beatson Pebble Appeal.’

The initial phase of the Beatson Pebble Appeal raised £10 million from 3,500 public donations for the construction of the Beatson Translational Cancer Research Centre, which officially opens on 1 May 2014.

For information on the Beatson Pebble Appeal including how to donate please visit www.beatsonpebbleappeal.org or call 0141 330 3000.
New graduates give back to next generation

Recent graduates became some of our newest donors this summer by contributing almost £500 through the Class of 2013 appeal. With most graduands choosing to support the Chancellor’s Fund, their gifts will enhance the University experience for the next generation of students following in their footsteps.

Our graduate appeals help to spread the word about the University’s charitable status among our student community and give those that are able a chance to celebrate their graduation by making a gift to their alma mater.

This year the graduands also had the opportunity to mark their gift by having their name added to our online benefactor wall and to our donor recognition pages at the back of this issue. We would like to thank all of our graduands who got involved, and wish them all the best for the start of their careers.

- You can share the vision of our Class of 2013 graduates by making a gift to the Chancellor's Fund. Your gifts will support our four priority areas – enhancing the learning environment, developing excellence, preserving our heritage and supporting our students. If you would like to support the Chancellor’s Fund or find out more about the projects we have supported please contact Barrie Bryson at barrie.bryson@glasgow.ac.uk or +44 (0)141 330 6886.

Santander renew three-year funding

Santander Universities has awarded the University a further £210,000 in a new three-year funding agreement. The donation will support some of the University’s key priorities including scholarships, enterprise activities and internships for Glasgow students.

The new allocation of funding follows an initial three-year agreement signed by director of Santander Universities UK, Luis Juste, and Glasgow Principal, Professor Anton Muscatelli, in 2010.

According to Professor Muscatelli, this new funding will enable the University to provide a large variety of scholarships to attract students and enhance their experience while here. ‘This new agreement means that we can grow these initiatives and thereby enrich our commitment to providing a world-class experience for our students.’

Funding boost for Scottish literature

The University has received two major donations to the Andrew Tannahill Fund for the Furtherance of Scottish Literature.

The fund was established by alumna Dr Mabel Tannahill in memory of her father. The Andrew Tannahill Fund supports the study and celebration of historical and contemporary Scottish literature.

The fund recently benefited from a bequest of £10,000 from Mrs Yvonne Cunningham, wife of the late artist John Cunningham RGI DLitt, and a further gift of £10,000 from Dr Mabel Tannahill.

‘I continue to be delighted and excited by the initiatives that bring an awareness and appreciation of the richness of Scottish literature to as wide an audience as possible, both nationally and internationally,’ said Dr Tannahill. ‘In addition to the Tannahill Lecture at the National Library of Scotland, the fund’s more recent involvement with Glasgow’s increasingly prestigious Aye Write! Festival, in the form of the Tannahill Debate, would have been much appreciated by my father.’

Previous activities supported by the fund have included annual lectures, student research scholarships and literary festivals.

‘These two recent gifts are a most welcome addition to the core funds which will allow us to expand and extend our activities in the future,’ said Professor of Scottish Literature, Alan Riach. ‘The donations from Mrs Cunningham and Dr Tannahill will further cement the name and reputation of the Andrew Tannahill Fund for promoting and celebrating Scottish literature.’

- If you would like more information on supporting Scottish literature contact Bicola Barratt-Crane, at bicola.barratt-crane@glasgow.ac.uk or on +44 (0)141 330 7148.
Making a splash for sport

A new fund has been launched to allow alumni and friends of the University to support our elite athletes in achieving their athletic as well as academic potential.

The Sports Bursary Fund will provide scholarships, as well as world-class training, to help talented students follow in the footsteps of alumni such as Katherine Grainger (four-times Olympian rower), Scotland rugby internationalist Euan Murray (50+ caps) and swimmer Rebecca Cooke (three-times Commonwealth gold medallist).

One of Scotland’s elite athletes, Lauren Gray, explained how she balanced her University studies with competing as a member of Scotland’s World Champion Ladies curling team: ‘The financial support I received from the University was key in my international curling successes. Their funding has granted me extra training hours and new equipment, and aided in my weekly travel expenses, which have all been crucial in my journey as an elite athlete.

‘I have achieved more than I would ever have dreamed of at the University. Thanks to the financial, academic and personal support, I am graduating as the reigning World Ladies Curling Champion with an MA (Honours). My experience at Glasgow has been nothing short of extraordinary."

For more information on how you can support students like Lauren contact our scholarships development officer, Kate Richardson, at kate.richardson@glasgow.ac.uk or on +44 (0)141 330 1867.

If you would like to support any of the scholarships schemes at the University of Glasgow please contact Kate Richardson at kate.richardson@glasgow.ac.uk or +44 (0)141 330 1867.

How your gift can make a difference

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>For gifts over £250,000</th>
<th>For gifts over £10,000</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pace-setting gifts</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Major gifts</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gifted scheme</strong></td>
<td>Net gift total</td>
<td>Monthly gift</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Platinum gift/Kelvin donor</td>
<td>£5,000</td>
<td>£100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gold gift/Tower donor</td>
<td>£2,000</td>
<td>£40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silver gift/Bute donor</td>
<td>£1,000</td>
<td>£20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bronze gift/Avenue donor</td>
<td>£500</td>
<td>£10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Noted gift/Gilmorehill donor</td>
<td>£250</td>
<td>£5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The giving form appears on pages 7 and 8

Don’t forget you can now give online: www.glasgow.ac.uk/givingtoglascow

Carnegie Corporation of New York funds major lecture series

The American Alumni of Glasgow University (AAGU) have received a donation of $250,000 from the Carnegie Corporation of New York to fund the Andrew Carnegie Lecture series at the University.

The gift, made to mark the centenary of the corporation, will support the annual Andrew Carnegie Lecture over the next ten years. The lectures will promote international discourse throughout Scotland and beyond, a theme which is at the very heart of the University’s strategy.

Principal, Professor Anton Muscatelli said: ‘This support means a great deal to the University, especially as Carnegie’s legacy is embodied in Glasgow’s mission to provide a stimulating learning environment that benefits our culture, our society and our economy. This grant will strengthen AAGU and the University’s relationship with the Carnegie Corporation of New York, ensuring a lasting legacy of collaborative excellence, and I am very much looking forward to the first lecture in the series.’

Dr Melvyn Pond, President of AAGU, said: ‘I take great pleasure in announcing that AAGU has been honoured by receiving a major grant from the Carnegie Corporation of New York. We are very grateful to the Carnegie Corporation and look forward to an interesting and stimulating series of events that will further enhance the role of the University in the international academic domain.’

Further information about the inaugural lecture will be available online in the coming months at www.glasgow.ac.uk/events.

Andrew Carnegie
£1 million bequest for medicine

The University is the fortunate recipient of a generous bequest from the late Dr Alexander (Alistair) Fairley. Dr Fairley studied medicine at the University and graduated in 1947.

Following his National Service in the Army, Dr Fairley went into practice in Clydebank, becoming a popular and highly respected GP.

The Dr Alexander Fairley Bequest Fund will support research in the areas of heart disease, arthritis and cancer. His generous gift will greatly benefit the University and make a real difference to the facilities and research opportunities available across campus.

A gift in your Will can similarly benefit a specific area of research, or be unrestricted, allowing us to direct it to where the need is greatest. Gifts of all sizes are extremely valuable and will make a lasting contribution to our work.

We are always delighted to answer any legacy-related questions or send further information about supporting specific areas of the University. You can also name a donation to allow a donor or loved one to be remembered in perpetuity.

For further information about leaving a gift in your Will please contact Barrie Bryson on +44 (0)141 330 6886 or email: barrie.bryson@glasgow.ac.uk.

New gift to support student travel

The University has received a gift of £17,000 to support students in furthering their studies, enhancing their employability and expanding their horizons through travel opportunities.

The donation from Dr Bruce Cockburn has established the Dr William F Cockburn Travel Scholarship in perpetuity for the benefit of students studying science-based subjects. Dr Bruce Cockburn wished to establish the scholarship in memory of his father, who himself benefited from a travel scholarship during his Chemistry studies at the University.

At the outbreak of WWII Dr William Cockburn wished to enlist to serve in the army but was advised that he would better serve his country through his studies at university. Dr Cockburn instead signed up as part of the Home Guard while completing his studies and graduated at the top of his class in 1945.

Following his graduation, Dr Cockburn emigrated to Canada and embarked on a career first as a research chemist, then as an administrator of military research programmes, and finally as a scientific adviser. In this last role he held senior posts in the Canadian government, working for NATO in Belgium and in the Canadian embassies in Bonn and Washington, DC.

‘During his PhD in Chemistry at Glasgow my father was awarded the Goldsmiths Travelling Scholarship, which allowed him to undertake a graduate internship at the University of Toronto,’ Dr Bruce Cockburn said. ‘I believe this scholarship contributed greatly to his future success in the field of science and I wanted to provide similar opportunities for more students in his memory.’

The Dr Alexander Fairley Bequest Fund will support research in the areas of heart disease, arthritis and cancer. His generous gift will greatly benefit the University and make a real difference to the facilities and research opportunities available across campus.

Scholarship celebrates Livingstone memorial

To commemorate the 200th anniversary of the birth of Dr David Livingstone, the University is delighted to announce the award of the Dr David Livingstone Memorial Scholarship.

Funded through the David Livingstone Memorial Fund within the Glasgow Centre for International Development (GCID), the scholarship has been awarded to Daniel Fussy from Tanzania, who will begin a PhD in Education Studies in January 2014.

The Dr David Livingstone Memorial Scholarship was created to provide a unique opportunity for a high-achieving student from the developing world. The award of the scholarship marks the culmination of this year’s celebrations of Dr Livingstone’s heritage, which included a lecture by the Rt Hon Lord McConnell of Glenscorrodale, titled ‘Livingstone’s legacy: lessons for today’.

Professor John Briggs, Clerk of Senate and Director of GCID, said: ‘The scholarship provides a wonderful opportunity for a scholar from one of the poorest countries in Africa to come to study for a PhD here at Glasgow. A key part of the scholarship is that the PhD project should contribute to poverty reduction back in the home country and that it should also contribute to capacity strengthening in that country.’

Daniel Fussy said: ‘This scholarship award has made me feel proud and determined and it has quenched my long-time thirst to pursue a PhD abroad at one of the world-class universities. Indeed, it has granted me an opportunity to improve my employability and explore a wide range of international friendships and professional networks.’
New funds award first scholarships

In 2012 the University launched a number of Postgraduate Scholarship Funds, providing our supporters with a unique opportunity to focus their gifts towards a specific school or subject. The funds, named after some of our most prestigious alumni, including Lord Kelvin (Physics & Astronomy), Edwin Morgan (Scottish Literature) and James Herriot (Veterinary Medicine), aim to provide invaluable support to prospective students by removing the financial burden of undertaking postgraduate studies. Thanks to the generous support of our friends and alumni, we have now awarded the first scholarships.

College of Science & Engineering

Two awards have been made from our Postgraduate Scholarship Funds in the College of Science & Engineering: the Hugh B Sutherland Scholarship in Civil Engineering and the Lord Kelvin Postgraduate Scholarship in Physics & Astronomy.

Stephanie Connelly, a second-year Civil Engineering PhD student, was awarded the inaugural Hugh B Sutherland Postgraduate Scholarship for her research tackling real-world problems such as water and energy scarcity, and climate change.

Yachen Li from China (pictured above) was awarded the Lord Kelvin Postgraduate Scholarship and will be studying for an MSc in Astrophysics. ‘Coming to study so far away from my homeland, China, will be a big financial struggle, therefore the assistance provided by the Lord Kelvin Postgraduate Scholarship is invaluable,’ said Yachen. ‘It will allow me to concentrate on my studies and make the most of my time in Glasgow. Moreover, the scholarship award has greatly contributed to my increased self-confidence and motivation for my future studies.’

Carol Fettes and Ruth Corbet have both received £5,000 scholarships to support their PhDs.

Elizabeth Ford, an international PhD student (pictured below), has been awarded a £10,000 scholarship from the Kenneth Elliott Postgraduate Scholarship Fund in Music for her research into the history of the flute. Elizabeth said of her award: ‘My research challenges and contradicts many previously held notions regarding the flute in Scottish musical life in the eighteenth century. It also includes the first complete modern edition of William McGibbon’s chamber music.

‘William McGibbon’s chamber music was an area that greatly interested Kenneth Elliott, who edited two of his trio sonatas. I feel extremely honoured to have received the fund in his name, as it allows me to continue his vast legacy in a way that otherwise would not be possible.’

For more information on how you can support our College of Arts Postgraduate Funds contact college development officer, Bicola Barratt-Crane, at bicola.barratt-crane@glasgow.ac.uk or on +44 (0)141 330 7148.

College of Arts

In the College of Arts, three awards have been made including two scholarships from the St Mungo Postgraduate Scholarship Fund in Theology & Religious Studies.

Supporting our vets of the future

The School of Veterinary Medicine launched the James Herriot Scholarship Fund in 2012 as part of the school’s 150th anniversary celebrations. The fund was created, with the blessing of James Herriot’s family, to ensure that the school can continue to develop the clinical academic leaders of the future and train a new generation of veterinary surgeons who will be equipped to tackle global challenges in animal health and welfare.

We are grateful to the many donors who have supported the James Herriot Scholarship Fund to date. Alan Smith, who graduated from the school in 2011, supports the James Herriot Scholarship Fund with a monthly gift.

Alan’s journey to become a veterinary surgeon was slightly different from that of some of our other students. He arrived at Glasgow as a mature student after running a painting and decorating business. He had always wanted to study veterinary medicine, so left his business and, after gaining the necessary qualifications, got a place at Glasgow to study Veterinary Medicine, his lifelong ambition.

Alan told us why he chose to support the James Herriot Scholarship Fund: ‘I am truly grateful to have received funding from various charities and scholarships during my studies. Therefore I feel honoured to help veterinary students via this scholarship as I know what they will be going through with regards to coping financially as well as with their academic challenges.’

In just over a year since the fund was launched we are delighted to announce that we can award our first James Herriot Scholarships. This is thanks to the many supporters of this valuable fund to date. More details of our James Herriot scholars will feature in future issues of Giving to Glasgow.
Thanks to our donors …

… who have given new gifts, named or changed inscriptions on existing gifts, or moved up to a new giving level, between 1 April 2013 and 30 September 2013. In addition to those listed below, there are a number of donors whose gifts are awaiting confirmation.

College of Arts
Andrew Tannahill Fund for the Furtherance of Scottish Literature
Major Gift
From the Estate of Yvonne Cunningham
Bertold Lauffer Research Project
Major Gift
The Tang Research Foundation
Chapels Choir Development Fund
Gold Gift
In memory of Dr Charles Morrison Anderson
Chapel Organ 75th Anniversary Appeal
Gold Gift
From the Estate of Mrs Margaret M Pippin née Jamieson
Hunterian Fund
Silver Gift
Michael G MacKenzie
Bronze Gift
Morag M Mathers
Noted Gift
One anonymous donation
Isabel Henderson Fund for Celtic & Gaelic
Noted Gift
One anonymous donation
James Boswell Postgraduate Scholarship Fund in Scottish History
Bronze Gift
Kevin Gallagher • Dr Jennifer M Worland
John Buchan Mobility Scholarship Fund in the College of Arts
Silver Gift
In memory of Walter and Anne Wyatt
Noted Gift
Alexandra Jones
Karen Finch Bursary Fund in Textile Conservation and Technical Art History
Major Gift
One anonymous donation
Kenneth Elliot Postgraduate Scholarship Fund in Music
Bronze Gift
Lorna Jean McRobert
Onomastics Research - English Language
Major Gift
One anonymous donation
Platinum Gift
Christian J Kay

College of Medical, Veterinary & Life Sciences
School of Medicine
Beatson Pebble Appeal Research Fund
Phase Setting Gift
The Howat Foundation
Major Gift
In memory of Elaine Morrison Chestnut
Platinum Gift
ALG Europe Ltd
Gold Gift
Heather McArthur
Silver Gift
1973 Beta Club Reunion • The Beattion Bunch • Dr Helen S Conn • Jacqueline Dennett • In memory of Mrs Val Flannigan and Mrs Elizabeth McLeod • Ann Mitchell • Alexander Porter • J & E Stewart • Stainton and Sinners Club of Scotland • Three anonymous donations
Bronze Gift
From Drs T & L C Alcorn • Sarah E Armour • Paul V Carroll • Andrew W Dobson • Miss Margaret H Drysdale • Anne M Duncan • James & Irene Ferguson • Mary D Gardiner • Elizabeth Gibb • Dennis H Hagan OBE • R & C Hardy • Rebecca Lee • Margaret M Mackinnon • Mr G Leslie McCorrindale • Medicinal Brew & Brian Fogarty Charity Night Concert • James HI Mitchell • Park Mains High School – S6 Chairs Committee • Dr John NE Rankin • Emily Reid • Margaret and Robert Rowan* • Mari Scallon • In loving memory of Jennifer Mary Taylor • University of Glasgow Hospitality Service • Alex and Ann Watt* • One anonymous donation
Noted Gift
John M Allison • Jimmy Beggs and Templeton Bowling Club • Jim & Olive Colman • Roy A Dalgleish • Sophie Daniel • Jamie Dobson & Ian Young • Hannah Doherty • Evelyn Donaldson • Dumbarton Masonic Lodge • Tommy Gillan • Grant T Haney • Dr Katie Harper • Laura C Harvey • Victoria Jamieson and Chris McKenna • Eleanor A Jones • Dr Marjorne Lacy • May Livingston on the occasion of her birthday from John and Jacqueline • Remembering Isabel and Bill Lloyd • The Lundrum Charitable Trust • Casey McDayd • Erin McKenzie • Billy Nicoll • In memory of James Gordon Nicol • James A Nisbet • Dr Ennis O’Donnell • Dr Garrick Osborne • Lesley E Pate • Gail Penny • Marion J Procter • Kate Richardson • Clare E Rooney • Margaret and Robert Rowan • Jametree Savage & Ashleigh McDaniel • Dr James M Smith • The Iris and Alexander Walker Naddell Charitable Trust • Jamie Walker • Three anonymous donations
David Livingstone Fund in Global Health and Biodiversity
Bronze Gift
William K Cruickshank • Allan J Doyle • Professor Paul Hagan • Ian R Howarth • Lisa Stitt • Gary Ternent
Institute of Health & Wellbeing Research
Major Gift
From the Estate of Mrs Elinor Muriel Cooke
Medical Fund
Cancer - Brain
Gold Gift
Donna McWinemie
Silver Gift
David J AYn
Bronze Gift
In memory of Liz Greenhorn • Dr Ian G Lyle • Liz and Derek McWhirter in memory of Craig McWhirter
Noted Gift
Rose Clark • Mary T McGrillivray
Cancer - General
Gold Gift
One anonymous donation
Bronze Gift
In memory of all family who attended Glasgow University
Noted Gift
Bruce M McKenzie
Dentistry
Silver Gift
John B Woods
Bronze Gift
George Stewarr Blair
Noted Gift
C & M Dental Laboratory
Diseases of the Nervous System
Noted Gift
In memory of Margaret J fingland • Loraine E Herd • One anonymous donation
Bronze Gift
One anonymous donation
Heart Disease, Heart Attack and Stroke
Silver Gift
Dr JLC and LM Dall • Dr John B McConnell
Bronze Gift
In memory of my parents
Noted Gift
In memory of John Cochrane
Inflammatory Diseases: Arthritis & Asthma
Bronze Gift
Family and friends, in memory of Norman Simpson*
Medical Education
Silver Gift
A salute to the work of the Glasgow Association for Mental Health - GAMAH
Gold Gift
Dr Ena B Macnab
Silver Gift
Dr David L Blair* • Dr Thomas Park
Noted Gift
One anonymous donation
Paediatrics & Maternal Health
Silver Gift
The Howie Family • Dr Margaret Longmore • Dr Ena B Macnab
Bronze Gift
Dr Helen M Cross • Dr Katherine McKay
Paul O’Gorman Leukaemia Research Centre
Major Gift
Mrs Joan Snodgrass
Platinum Gift
From family of Mark Hall, forever grateful
Gold Gift
In memory of Colin Douglas • Inner Wheel Club of Strathendrick • Graeme Weipers Equine Fund
Noted Gift
Helen Torrington BVMs • One anonymous donation

College of Science & Engineering
Hugh B Sutherland PG Fund in Civil Engineering
Gold Gift
Dal’o Wahab Suhalli
Silver Gift
Roy M Dargie • Alistair Mills • Michael Scott
Bronze Gift
Cathy Bell • Gavin Daviey • Gordon K Neilson
Noted Gift
Richard Hawkins • Alexander Macdonald
James Watt Postgraduate Scholarship Fund in Engineering
Silver Gift
Mr George Robin Sleight
University of Glasgow Trust Donation Form
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Name: ............................................................
Address: ..........................................................
Postal code: ....................................................
Telephone number: ........................................
Email: ............................................................

I wish to support the University of Glasgow by giving to:
☐ Beattson Pebble Appeal
☐ The Scholarships Fund*
☐ The Hunterian Fund
☐ College of Arts*
☐ College of Social Sciences*
☐ The Chancellor’s Fund
☐ Medical Fund*
☐ The Library Fund
☐ College of MVLS*
☐ Vet Fund*
☐ Paul O’Gorman Leukaemia Research Centre
☐ Law Fund Collection Appeal
☐ College of Science & Engineering*
☐ Other ..........................................................

*Please specify which fund you would like to support.

A full list of scholarship funds can be found at: www.gla.ac.uk/givingtoglasgow

Other gifts:
☐ Please send me information about making a gift in my Will.

Signature: ............................................................ Date: ............................................................

Please notify the University if you:
☐ Want to cancel this declaration / Change your name or home address / No longer pay sufficient tax on your income and/or capital gains.
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☐ If an error is made in the payment of your Direct Debit, by the University of Glasgow Trust or your bank or building society, you are entitled to a full and immediate refund of the amount paid from your bank or building society. If you receive a refund you are not entitled to, you must pay it back when the University of Glasgow Trust asks you to.

☐ You can cancel a Direct Debit at any time by simply contacting your bank or building society. Written confirmation may be required. Please also notify us.
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Noted Gift
Homer McCririck • One anonymous donation

Joseph Black Postgraduate Scholarship Fund in Chemistry
Silver Gift
1963 Chemistry Reunion*

Bronze Gift
Dr Thomas A Harmer

Noted Gift
Nicola M Levitt • In memory of Joe Mc Kendrick of Jordanhill School

Lord Kelvin Postgraduate Scholarship Fund in Physics & Astronomy
Noted Gift
One anonymous donation

Science and Engineering Mobility Scholarship Fund
Bronze Gift
A G Malzie

Noted Gift
One anonymous donation

College of Social Sciences Law Tenancyment Scholarships Fund
Gold Gift
In Memory of Arnold Berkley and Michael Berkley

Bronze Gift
Two anonymous donations

Bequests
Major Gift
Margaret Shanks

Chancellor’s Fund
Major Gift
From the Estate of Mrs Elinor Muriel Cooke • Kevin and Amy Sneader • One anonymous donation

Gold Gift - Tower Associate
George M G Boddie* • Dr John and Mrs Elizabeth Crowder* • Michael Hunter* • Professor Graeme Laurie* • Ian & Alice McClure • J Heather McMillan • David S Martin* • Iain D Nicoll* • One anonymous donation

Silver Gift - Bute Associate
Iain and Heather Addison • Robert M Bryan* • Mark Devin* • Ian A Gove* • T Gordon Gray* • David R McCall* • Norman A McGlavey* • Ewen Mackinnon* • Helen M Mann MBET* • Dr James B Mundell* • Neil Stephenson* • One anonymous donation*•

Bronze Gift - Avenue Associate
Roslyn Birdsall • Alan D Bryden • Thomas A Bryson* • William Haggarty • Solicitor, Ayr • John O C Janvier* • Peter E McArdele* • Lance Matthews* • John G Nimmo • Mary Ray • Flora M Smith* • Lesley Taylor** • One anonymous donation

Noted Gift - Gilmohrill Donor
Dr Iain Cooke • Michael P Coulson • Dr Ronald Lees • Emeritus Professor Henry Vaughan • George L Black • Ting F Choy • James Cook • In loving memory of The Reverend Ian CM Fairweather MA BD 1938–1945 • Alfred H Gould • Grant T Haney • Patrick J Kane • Eleanor M Kennedy • Alexander B Watson OBE Dl • Dr Thomas E Woodcock • Six anonymous donations

Class of 2013 Gift
Jonathan Balkind • In memory of George and Trieste Corretta • Ruth Corbet (Class of 2013) • Trevor Joyce • Shane Keane • Miss Helen Klein • A gift from a new graduate - Dale McGrath

Noted Gift
Silver Gift
Dr Duncan C MacInnes

Talent Scholarships
Major Gift
Brian McBride • The Alexander Shedden Talent Scholarship • In MEMORY OF DRYMURRIT SINGH SOHNI** • Brian & Natalie Stevenson

Platinum Gift
Caladh • Dr Roderick Neilson

Gold Gift
The Bill and Patricia Bryce

University-wide Scholarships
Prize Awards
Noted Gift
Dr Duncan C MacInnes

Talent Scholarships
Major Gift
Brian McBride • The Alexander Shedden Talent Scholarship • In MEMORY OF DRYMURRIT SINGH SOHNI** • Brian & Natalie Stevenson

Platinum Gift
Caladh • Dr Roderick Neilson

Gold Gift
1968 Science Graduate • Richard Abel • Katherine Inglis-Meyer • The Estate of Mrs Nancy McFarlane • To commemorate 80 medical students sent by the Rockefeller Foundation in 1941, 1942 and 1943 to medical schools in the USA and Canada to avoid the threatened invasion and occupation by Germany • One anonymous donation*

Bronze Gift
Sarah E Armour • Mary Hanson and Susie Forrest, in memory of Dr Terry Hanson • Dr John Gerard McHugh

MBChB 1956 & Bridget E Gallagher BDS 1952 • One anonymous donation

Noted Gift
Donald J Macdonald • John Macdonald • Anne M Murray

Travel Scholarships
Major Gift
Dr Bruce Cockburn

Platinum Gift
The Alexander Shedden Travel Scholarship

Gold Gift
Leo Friedler

University-wide Scholarships
Pace Setting Gift
Santander Universities

Silver Gift
One anonymous donation*

Noted Gift
Alastair T W Highet • Professor Stewart McLean

† denotes gift to American Alumni of Glasgow University (AAGU). We would like to thank AAGU for their support.

* denotes donations that have moved to a new giving level.
Giving to Glasgow: how you can help make a difference

**Direct Debit**
If you would like to join the growing number of people who have chosen to support the University of Glasgow, please complete the direct debit form at the bottom of this page and return it to the Development & Alumni Office, 3 The Square, University of Glasgow, Glasgow G12 8QQ. Please keep the Direct Debit Guarantee slip at the very bottom of the page for future reference.

**Bequests**
Bequests are favoured by many alumni and friends who want to make a difference after their death. A gift of this kind also helps to reduce your inheritance tax liability.

**Stocks and shares**
Since 6 April 2000, individuals have been eligible for tax relief on gifts of certain shares, securities and other investments. This is in addition to capital gains tax relief on gifts of assets to charity. Tax relief for donors is based on the value of the shares on the day they are transferred to the University. If you would like to support your chosen project by gifting shares and securities and would like more information, simply call the Development & Alumni Office on +44 (0)141 330 4951.

**Giving from the USA**
US taxpayers can give tax-deductible gifts to American Alumni of Glasgow University, an independent charitable corporation organised in the United States that has been recognised by the Internal Revenue Service as a section 501(c)(3) charitable organisation. All donations to it are deductible as charitable contributions to the full extent permitted by law. Its Board of Directors will determine the use of all gifts. Contributions should be made payable to American Alumni of Glasgow University and sent to AAGU, 183 Wolf Harbor Road, Milford, CT 06461–1961, USA.

**Giving from Canada**
Canadian residents will be provided with a receipt for their tax records from the University. Cheques should be made payable to ‘University of Glasgow’ (and not the University Trust) to be able to claim tax relief.

**Data Protection Act 1998**
Under the codes of the 1998 Data Protection Act, the University of Glasgow will use the information provided by you for University education, social and charitable purposes only.

**Freedom of Information (Scotland) Act 2002**
The Development & Alumni Office acts in accordance with the terms of the Freedom of Information (Scotland) Act 2002. Information on donations received by the University of Glasgow is provided in Giving to Glasgow and other project-specific newsletters. Information is included only on donors who have given us their express permission to do so.
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**Making a single gift**
- I would like to make a single gift to the University of Glasgow Trust of £ __________
- Please debit my: Visa □ Visa Debit □ Mastercard □ Maestro □ Name on card ________________

**Making a regular gift by Direct Debit**
- I would like to make a regular gift to the University of Glasgow Trust of £ __________ Monthly □ Quarterly □ Annually □
- I would like the payments to be taken from my account on the: 1st □ 15th □ of __________ (month) - please allow one month from today.

**Instruction to your Bank or Building Society to pay by Direct Debit**
Please fill in the whole form using a ball point pen and return to: Development & Alumni Office, 3 The Square, University of Glasgow, Glasgow, G12 8QQ
Name and full postal address of your Bank or Building Society

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>To: The Manager</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Address: __________</td>
<td>Service User Number: 257165</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name of Account Holder(s): __________</td>
<td>Instruction to your Bank or Building Society</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Branch Sort Code: __________</td>
<td>Please pay the University of Glasgow Trust Direct Debit from the account detailed in this instruction subject to safeguards assured by the Direct Debit Guarantee. I understand that this instruction may remain with the University of Glasgow Trust and, if so, details will be passed electronically to my bank/ building society.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bank or Building Society Account Number: __________</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

The Direct Debit Guarantee (this guarantee should be detached and retained by the payer)
- This Guarantee is offered by all banks and building societies that accept instructions to pay Direct Debits.
- If there are any changes to the amount, date or frequency of your Direct Debit the University of Glasgow Trust will notify you 10 working days in advance of your account being debited or as otherwise agreed. If you request the University of Glasgow Trust to collect a payment, confirmation of the amount and date will be given to you at the time of the request.
- If an error is made in the payment of your Direct Debit, by the University of Glasgow Trust or your bank or building society, you are entitled to a full and immediate refund of the amount paid from your bank or building society. If you receive a refund you are not entitled to, you must pay it back when the University of Glasgow Trust asks you to.
- You can cancel a Direct Debit at any time by simply contacting your bank or building society. Written confirmation may be required. Please also notify us.

---
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